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END  OF  2ND TERM EXAMS
ENGLISH    FOR    P.2

NAME:___________________________________________STREAM:_____

  DATE: ______________________________________________

1. Fill  in  the name  of the picture  to complete.

(a) This is a ___________________   (b)   Here are the _______________

                       
(c) It  is  an ________________

2. Make  words.

                f
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3. Read  and  match  correctly.
(a)  Sarah  has  a  basket.       (b)  Rose  has  car.

(c)  Alice has bucket.               (d)  Ali  has a can.

Rose             

Sarah

Ali

Alice

4. Write  out the verb(action word)  from the sentence.

(a)  Tom  runs  to school.   ______________________________________

(b)  Sit  down,  please.      _______________________________________

(c)  Joy  is  eating  food.   ______________________________________

5. Choose  the  correct  word  to fill in.

(a)  Paul does not _____________________the  answer. (know,  no)

(b)  I ____________________a  lion in the bus.  (so,  saw) 

(c)  ___________________book  is this?  (whose,   Who)
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(d)  Did you ____________________the baby crying?  (here,   hear)

6. Fill  in the plurals table below.

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL

(a)  boy ________________ (b) bench _______________

(c)  ___________ children (d)_____________ Babies

(e)  man ________________ (f)  box ________________

7. Use the words given to complete the sentences.

            at,              off,           under,               over

(a) The cat jumped ________________________the wall.

(b) David is switching ______________________the lights.

(c) The snake is hiding _______________________the bed.

(d) Eva pointed ________________________the  sun.

8. Write the opposite of  the word given.
E.g   boy  -  girl                                       black    -   white

(a)  stand - ______________________     (b)  come  -  _______________

(c)  down - ______________________     (d) laugh  - ________________

9. Complete the sentences correctly.

(a)  The man __________________________________________________

(b) She has ____________________________________________________

10. Use the now tense of the verb in brackets to fill in .

(a)  Alex is ______________________________to town. (go)

(b)  The president is ________________________to the crowd.(wave)

(c)  We are ___________________________our hands. (clap)
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(d)  I am _______________________to the King.  (bow)

(e)  We are __________________________a test now. (write)

11. Arrange  the  sentences in order to make a good story.

         - He found there a bird’s nest.
                   - He did not touch them.

          - Mukasa climbed up a tree.
                   - It had five  eggs in.

Order:

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
12. Read the poem and answer the questions.

MARY’S  LAMB
Mary  had  a little lamb,
It was as white as snow,

And everywhere Mary went,
The lamb was sure to go.

                                                                                     (Ernest)
Questions:
(a) Who  had a little  lamb?

__________________________________________________________
(b) What  was the colour of the lamb?

__________________________________________________________
(c) What is the poem about?

__________________________________________________________
(d) Who  wrote  the poem?
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__________________________________________________________
(e) Who do you think is the mother of the lamb?

__________________________________________________________
13. Read the story  and answer the questions in full sentences.

THE  POTS.

Here  are three pots  named  Green,  Red and Black.  

Green  is small  and  clean.  It  is full  of milk.  Red is now and 

good looking.  It is empty.  Black  is  big  and  dirty.  It  is  full 

of water.

Questions.
(a)  How  many  pots  are  in the story?

_______________________________________________________________

(b) What  is  in  the  clean  pot?

_______________________________________________________________
(c) In  which  pot  is  water?

_______________________________________________________________
(d) This pot has nothing  in it.  What colour  is  it?

_______________________________________________________________

**  The  End. **


